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held the marriage to be valid on the ground that the ceremony
was one which created the status of husband and wife at com-
mon law.
Therg is little authority as to what constitutes a valid jnar- Marriage*
£Jage^solemnized in a me^hant_s^i£^while on th^WghTseas. h?gh sCeas
The general pFmopTelsThat the law of FHeTIa^overns trans-    ^/
actions on board a vessel, for, as Bjrles J. once said, a British
ship is regarded as a floating island on which British law pre-
, vails.1 This raises tw^jdifficuMes in the case of British ships.
Firs£* since there is no one system of law common to all the
countries that employ the British flag, which particular legal
system constitutes the law of the flag ? The alternative seems to
lie between English law and the municipal law of the country in
which the ship is registered. The latter is the more reasonable
rule and the one that is generally advocated.2 There would be
little justification, for instance, for applying English law to a
transaction effected on board a ship registered in New South
Wales, owned and administered by persons domiciled in that
State, and plying only between ports in the Australian Com-
monwealth.
Presuming this view to be correct, the second difficulty is to
discover from the authorities what part of English law governs
a marriage upon a ship that is registered in England. Is it the
common law or the common law as regulated by statute ? The
latter alternative appears clearly to be excluded. There is no
statute that deals particularly with marriages at searexcept one
wEich provides that every such marriage shall be entered in the
ship's log,3 and the 'floating island* theory can scarcely be
pressed so far as to suggest that the Marriage Acts are appli-
cable. Except where modified by statute, the common law is inj
force on a snip, as in the analogous case of a colony. To make*
flhte analogy complete it must also be conceded "that only so
much of the law is imported into the ship as is suitable to the
local conditions. That raises the further question whether it
suffices that the parties have freely taken each other for man and
wife, or whether, in accordance with J?. v. Mtttisf it is necessary
that the ceremony should have been performed by an ordained
1	R.v. Anderson (i%6$)>'L&. i C.C.R. 161, 168; butsee R. v. Gi/r(i882),
10 Q.B.D. at p. 85; L.Q.R* 283; 19 JuridicalRwitw-, 178.
2	Halsbury's Laws of England, vii. 101. This is the rule in New Jersey; see
Bolmerv* Edsall> 90 N.J. Eq. 299, cited Dicey ($th ed.), p. 742. Compare the
rule relating to torts committed on board a ship, supra, p. 296.
3	Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, s. 240 (6); 253 (i) (viii).
4	Supra, p. 341.

